, to targets and registers changes in their position, generating a highlevel percept of apparent motion. Nancy G. Kanwisher, Anders M. Dale, and Roger B. H. Tootell. Cortical fMRI activation produced by attentive tracking of moving targets. J. Neurophysiol. 80: 2657Neurophysiol. 80: -2670Neurophysiol. 80: , 1998. Attention can be I N T R O D U C T I O N used to keep track of moving items, particularly when there are multiple targets of interest that cannot all be followed with eye movements. Functional magnetic resonance imaging ( fMRI) was Two strategies can be employed by the visual system to used to investigate cortical regions involved in attentive tracking. enhance processing of important targets. First, eye moveCortical flattening techniques facilitated within-subject compari-ments can direct the high-resolution fovea to the target of sons of activation produced by attentive tracking, visual motion, interest either by discrete jumps to different targets (sacdiscrete attention shifts, and eye movements. In the main task, cades) or by continuous visual tracking of a moving target subjects viewed a display of nine green ''bouncing balls'' and used (smooth pursuit). Second, even in the absence of eye moveattention to mentally track a subset of them while fixating. At the ments, processing can be facilitated when attention is distart of each attentive-tracking condition, several target balls (e.g., rected to the target by either discrete attentional shifts be-3/9) turned red for 2 s and then reverted to green. Subjects then tween targets (''attentional saccades'') or continuous attenused attention to keep track of the previously indicated targets, tive tracking of one or more moving targets (''attentional which were otherwise indistinguishable from the nontargets. Attentive-tracking conditions alternated with passive viewing of the pursuit''). Although eye movements and attentional shifts same display when no targets had been indicated. Subjects were have been widely investigated, little is known about attentive pretested with an eye-movement monitor to ensure they could per-tracking and its relationship to these other mechanisms. To form the task accurately while fixating. For seven subjects, func-our knowledge, this paper provides the first comprehensive tional activation was superimposed on each individual's cortically neuroimaging study of attentive tracking and its relationship unfolded surface. Comparisons between attentive tracking and pas-to these associated processes. areas and weak in the MT complex. However, in parietal and of interest such as a face in a crowd, the attentional focus frontal areas, the signal change produced by the moving stimuli can be maintained on that target even as it moves. At first was more than doubled when items were tracked attentively. Com-thought, attentive tracking may seem unnecessary because parisons between attentive tracking and attention shifting revealed smooth-pursuit eye movements serve essentially the same essentially identical activation patterns that differed only in the function. However, in everyday life, there are frequent cases magnitude of activation. This suggests that parietal cortex is in-in which multiple items of importance move, preventing the volved not only in discrete shifts of attention between objects at sole use of eye tracking, which only offers a single focus. different spatial locations but also in continuous ''attentional purFor example, team sports require attention to one's teamsuit'' of moving objects. Attentive-tracking activation patterns mates and opponents, driving requires attention to other vewere also similar, though not identical, to those produced by eye movements. Taken together, these results suggest that attentive hicles and pedestrians, and occupations such as air traffic tracking is mediated by a network of areas that includes parietal control require simultaneous attention to many moving tarand frontal regions responsible for attention shifts and eye move-gets. ments and the MT complex, thought to be responsible for motion Not only can attentive tracking be used to pursue targets perception. These results are consistent with theoretical models of as they move, it also can enhance or generate the viewer's attentive tracking as an attentional process that assigns spatial tags impression of motion (Cavanagh 1992; Wertheimer 1961).
I N T R O D U C T I O N
used to keep track of moving items, particularly when there are multiple targets of interest that cannot all be followed with eye movements. Functional magnetic resonance imaging ( fMRI) was Two strategies can be employed by the visual system to used to investigate cortical regions involved in attentive tracking. enhance processing of important targets. First, eye moveCortical flattening techniques facilitated within-subject compari-ments can direct the high-resolution fovea to the target of sons of activation produced by attentive tracking, visual motion, interest either by discrete jumps to different targets (sacdiscrete attention shifts, and eye movements. In the main task, cades) or by continuous visual tracking of a moving target subjects viewed a display of nine green ''bouncing balls'' and used (smooth pursuit). Second, even in the absence of eye moveattention to mentally track a subset of them while fixating. At the ments, processing can be facilitated when attention is distart of each attentive-tracking condition, several target balls (e.g., rected to the target by either discrete attentional shifts be-3/9) turned red for 2 s and then reverted to green. Subjects then tween targets (''attentional saccades'') or continuous attenused attention to keep track of the previously indicated targets, tive tracking of one or more moving targets (''attentional which were otherwise indistinguishable from the nontargets. Attentive-tracking conditions alternated with passive viewing of the pursuit''). Although eye movements and attentional shifts same display when no targets had been indicated. Subjects were have been widely investigated, little is known about attentive pretested with an eye-movement monitor to ensure they could per-tracking and its relationship to these other mechanisms. To form the task accurately while fixating. For seven subjects, func-our knowledge, this paper provides the first comprehensive tional activation was superimposed on each individual's cortically neuroimaging study of attentive tracking and its relationship unfolded surface. Comparisons between attentive tracking and pas-to these associated processes.
sive viewing revealed bilateral activation in parietal cortex (intra- Cognitive and neuroimaging studies of attention have foparietal sulcus, postcentral sulcus, superior parietal lobule, and cused on discrete shifts of attention such as spatial attention precuneus), frontal cortex (frontal eye fields and precentral sulcueing (Posner 1980) or visual search (Treisman and Gelade cus), and the MT complex (including motion-selective areas MT 1980). However, once attention has been directed to a target and MST). Attentional enhancement was absent in early visual areas and weak in the MT complex. However, in parietal and of interest such as a face in a crowd, the attentional focus frontal areas, the signal change produced by the moving stimuli can be maintained on that target even as it moves. At first was more than doubled when items were tracked attentively. Com-thought, attentive tracking may seem unnecessary because parisons between attentive tracking and attention shifting revealed smooth-pursuit eye movements serve essentially the same essentially identical activation patterns that differed only in the function. However, in everyday life, there are frequent cases magnitude of activation. This suggests that parietal cortex is in-in which multiple items of importance move, preventing the volved not only in discrete shifts of attention between objects at sole use of eye tracking, which only offers a single focus. different spatial locations but also in continuous ''attentional purFor example, team sports require attention to one's teamsuit'' of moving objects. Attentive-tracking activation patterns mates and opponents, driving requires attention to other ve-from a passive system based on stimulus energy processed et al. 1997; Bush et al. 1995; Corbetta et al. 1990 Corbetta et al. , 1991 O'Craven et al. 1997; Rees et al. 1997 ). In addition, other by low-level motion detectors [such as the motion-selective neurons found in the striate visual area (V1) and the extra-motion-responsive areas have been identified (Dupont et al. 1994; but their susceptibility to attenstriate motion area (MT)]. Instead, it is based on an active system that determines high-level correspondence matching tional influences has yet to be investigated.
We chose to use a multiple-object tracking task developed between the positions of attended features over time. Such feature tracking can generate or enhance the perception of by Pylyshyn and Storm (1988) in which subjects mentally pursue several items simultaneously. Subjects viewed a dismotion for stimuli that are otherwise poor at stimulating the low-level system (e.g., apparent motion stimuli, equilumi-play of moving balls and used only their attention (no eye movements) to keep track of several of the balls that had nant stimuli). For example, in the case of moving equiluminant gratings, the true speed of the grating only can be been briefly cued. Past reports have found that subjects can track up to four or five balls quite accurately (Pylyshyn and determined by using attention to track the changing position of one of its bars (Cavanagh 1992; Cavanagh et al. 1984) . Storm 1988) . However, attention to the target balls does not extend to locations between the items (Intriligator and Just as smooth pursuit of a moving target can generate a percept of its motion arising from the outgoing signal to Cavanagh 1992; Sears and Pylyshyn, cited in Pylyshyn 1994) , and in modeling, a single attentional spotlight cannot move the eye (efference copy) (Helmholtz 1925) , attentional pursuit may generate a motion percept from the signals shift fast enough to account for the high performance of the subjects (Pylyshyn and Storm 1988) . Thus it has been that keep attention locked on a target of interest (Cavanagh 1991) . Psychophysical studies have suggested that attentive suggested that attention can be directed to multiple spatial tags simultaneously (Pylyshyn and Storm 1988) and can tracking can influence low-level motion perception (Culham and Cavanagh 1994) ; however, its effects appear to arise provide information about the history of the tagged items (Chun and Cavanagh 1997; Kahneman et al. 1992 ) despite from relatively late stages of motion processing (Culham et al. 1998) .
changes in position and brief periods of occlusion (Scholl and Pylyshyn 1999) . We used this particular tracking task Here we used functional magnetic resonance imaging ( fMRI) to investigate the neuroanatomic substrates of atten-because it is indeed attention-demanding (Treisman and Wilson, cited in Treisman 1993) and is understood easily, tive tracking. We were interested particularly in using neuroimaging to examine the functional relationship between natural, and engaging for the subjects.
These results have previously been presented in abstract attentive tracking and the associated processes described above-attention shifts, eye movements, and motion per-form (Culham et al. 1997a,b) . ception. First, we expected some, but not necessarily complete, overlap between attentive tracking and attention shifts. M E T H O D S Corbetta and his colleagues (1993, 1995) have proposed that the superior parietal lobe (SPL) is activated only by Main stimulus and task: multiple-object tracking shifts of attention as in visual search (Corbetta et al. 1993) In the main multiple-object tracking task used to investigate and the sequential direction of attention to targets within a attentive tracking, nine bright green ''bouncing balls'' (1.5Њ diam) spatial array . However, these regions appeared in Brownian-like motion within a dark gray square (20 may or may not be activated in attentive tracking, depending 1 20Њ) on a black background (see Fig. 1A ). Each ball's trajectory on whether similar engagement, disengagement, and shifting was subject to random variations, producing unpredictable paths. mechanisms (e.g., Posner and Petersen 1990) are involved Balls bounced off the edge of the square and repelled one another, when attention remains locked on a particular item or set of never colliding with or occluding one another. A bull's-eye appeared in the center of the display to provide a fixation point and items that move continuously. Just as saccades and smooth repelled the balls to avoid drawing fixation away. The importance pursuit activate some but not all of the same areas, it may of maintaining fixation was emphasized clearly to the subjects.
be that ''attentional saccades'' and ''attentional pursuit''
The experimental paradigm included two main conditions, with also differ. Second, we were interested in the degree of comparable displays but different instructions to the subjects. Inoverlap between these covert means of target selection (at-structions were given by large text labels, ''attend'' or ''don't tention shifts and attentive tracking) and overt target selec-attend,'' presented for 2 s at the start of each period. During attention by eye movements (saccades and smooth pursuit). The tive-tracking (attend) periods, a subset of balls (usually 3) to be functional similarity between attention shifts and saccades tracked first underwent a color change to red for 2 s. Then they has been highly controversial, as described by Corbetta's changed back to the original green color such that no cue remained (1998) recent comprehensive review of the literature and to distinguish them from the untracked balls. Subjects were instructed to attentively track those balls while fixating. During pasmeta-analysis of neuroimaging results. Here we perform sive viewing (don't attend) conditions, all balls were green within-subject comparisons of attention and eye-movement throughout the period, and subjects were instructed to passively tasks, including overt and covert pursuit. Third, given the watch the whole display without paying attention to any balls in theoretical links between attentive tracking and high-level particular. Except for the first 2 s, attentive-tracking and passivemotion perception, we investigated the effects of tracking viewing stimuli were identical, and the tracked balls differed from on activation in motion areas. Past studies have suggested the untracked balls only in their history not their current features. that directing global attention to motion enhances brain ac-Thus any differences in the main comparison (attentive tracking tivity in the middle temporal (MT) and/or medial superior vs. passive viewing) arose from the attentional task, not the stimuli. temporal (MST) areas of monkey cortex (Treue and Some scans also included an additional fixation period in which Maunsell 1996) and in the homologous region of human the display consisted of only the fixation bull's-eye on the dark gray background. This condition provided an additional subtraction cortex, MT/ (including both MT and MST) (Beauchamp J339-8 / 9k2e$$no18
11-06-98 13:07:16 neupa LP-Neurophys (passive viewing-fixation alone) to indicate regions that responded additional 15 subjects were processed using conventional MRI to the stimulus display in the absence of task demands. analyses (without cortical flattening) to allow comparisons of actiWe also examined activation produced by attentive tracking vation levels in multiple conditions within the same scans. (compared with passive viewing) when the bouncing balls were CORTICAL FLATTENING ANALYSES. Cortical flattening (Dale equiluminant with the background. Such displays may be more and Sereno 1993; Drury et al. 1996) renders activation on the twosensitive at revealing attentional modulation because activity in dimensional cortical surface of each subject's ''inflated'' brain, MT/ is less likely to be saturated (than with a display at high which has been unfolded with minimal distortion to show both the luminance contrast) (Tootell et al. 1995b ) and because the percepgyri and the sulci on a contiguous surface. The inflated surfaces tual effect of attending to the motion is much more dramatic (Cavacan be further cut and ''flattened'' onto a single surface to facilitate nagh 1992). Four subjects were tested when the balls were equiinterpretation of early retinotopic areas (De Yoe et al. 1996 ; Engel luminant with the background, that is, they had the same brightness et al. 1997; Sereno et al. 1995) . These rendering techniques provide but a different color (green on gray). An individual subject's equian intuitive presentation of activated regions, help disambiguate luminance point was set by making the background light gray and the localization of activation relative to sulcal landmarks, and enthen rapidly alternating the colors of the background and balls and able the comparison of data from multiple sessions. having the subject adjust the luminance of the balls until minimal For data analyzed with cortical flattening procedures, each scan borders and minimal flicker were perceived. At equiluminance, the consisted of two alternating conditions of identical duration (e.g., balls appeared ''jazzy'' but were presented at a slightly larger size attentive tracking vs. passive viewing or passive viewing vs. fixaand were tracked easily with attention. As before, subjects either tion alone). The phase and amplitude of the activation was deterpassively viewed the equiluminant balls or tracked a subset with mined with a Fourier analysis of the time series from each voxel. their attention, and activation was compared between the two states An F test determined regions with significantly greater amplitude with identical stimuli but different task demands.
at the appropriate frequency for the paradigm (compared with other frequencies). Positive activation was rendered on regions that were
MRI acquisition
modulated in phase with the paradigm alternation, after shifting the phase angle to compensate for the hemodynamic delay of 4 s Functional images were collected using a 1. 1988) , we first determined the mean coordinate location of each with lower signal strength in more anterior regions. Slices typically activated region in each of the seven flat-mapped subjects. We were aligned along an oblique axis, parallel to the calcarine sulcus, then averaged the coordinates of corresponding regions across subto include the main regions of interest: early visual areas, motion jects. The identity of most activation foci was generally clear from areas, and parietal attention areas. In addition, several subjects (6/ either functional criteria (e.g., MT/) or sulcal landmarks (e.g., 21) were tested with a head coil, which covered a larger extent frontal eye fields) (Paus 1996) . However, parietal regions were of brain but with reduced signal/noise. With the head coil, slice often contiguous, making segregation more difficult. Where possiorientation was near-horizontal, taken through superior frontal, pable, activation thresholds were raised until regions became discrete, rietal, and occipital cortex. Inferior frontal cortex, anterior temporal and then average coordinates were determined for activation within cortex, the cerebellum, and subcortical structures were sampled each subregion, as determined by sulcal landmarks (intraparietal incompletely or inconsistently and will not be considered in this and postcentral sulci). Increasing the threshold often failed to segpaper.
Functional MRI acquisitions used asymmetric spin echo pulse regate activity in superior parietal lobule from that in the intrapariesequences to minimize the contribution of large blood vessels (time tal sulcus, so only one coordinate is given for this focus. of repetition, TR Å 2-3 s). Voxel sizes were 3.125 1 3.125 mm CONVENTIONAL ANALYSES. The results from the subjects ana-(in-plane) 1 4-8 mm (slice thickness) in 12-16 slices. Each lyzed with cortical flattening techniques were corroborated by data functional scan lasted 4 to 6.5 min (128-165 time points), with from other subjects (11 using the surface coil, 4 using the head a given task condition lasting between 16 and 24 s. Two or three coil) whose data were analyzed with conventional techniques. scans were acquired for each comparison and averaged, except These conventional analyses used custom software (XDS, Tim when the head coil was used and three to eight scans were acquired Davis) to superimpose functional activation on high-resolution T1 to compensate for its reduced signal.
slices. The significance level of voxels in the subtractions was Subjects lay comfortably on their backs within the bore of the determined using the Kolmolgorov-Smirnov test (a nonparametric magnet. They viewed the stimuli via a mirror that reflected images variant of the t-test). Image sequences were examined for head displayed on a rear-projection screen (Da-tex, Da-lite, Screen motion (artifactual activation at brain edges or motion seen in a Company, Cincinnati, OH) placed perpendicular to the body at cinematic loop). When head motion was observed, either a threeneck level. Stimuli were generated with custom software (Vision dimensional motion-correction algorithm (automatic image regisShell, MicroML) on a Macintosh IIvx computer and displayed tration or AIR) (Jiang et al. 1995) was applied or, if the motion with a color LCD projector (Sharp XG2000). To minimize head was ú2 mm, the data were discarded. movement, a bite bar was used for almost all subjects.
Six conventionally analyzed subjects were run in a multiplecondition paradigm in which each scan included attentive-tracking
Data analysis
and passive-viewing conditions interspersed with fixation conditions. Such designs can reveal the modulation by attention relative Altogether, data were collected for 21 subjects using two differto the degree of visual activation produced by the display itself. ent analysis techniques. Of these, seven subjects had their brainAlthough data from the flat-mapped subjects will be emphasized activation patterns rendered on cortically flattened maps to provide here, data from the conventionally analyzed subjects were also comparisons with other brain-mapping sessions in which they had participated previously (e.g., . Data from an highly consistent with the trends reported here.
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11-06-98 13:07:16 neupa LP-Neurophys accurate fixation during a 45-min pilot session before the MRI Subjects session. The attentive-tracking task was described and subjects were given practice trials until they were comfortable with the All subjects were young (õ40) and right-handed. All had good task. Their attentive-tracking accuracy was measured, and their eye health and clear vision. Subjects whose data were analyzed with movements were recorded outside the magnet to make sure that cortical flattening techniques (flat-mapped subjects) were researchers they could perform the task accurately for 5-s intervals while mainin the MGH NMR Center and Harvard Psychology Department.
taining fixation. Subjects who had poor accuracy (õ90% correct) Subjects analyzed with conventional techniques also included naive, or frequent or unusual eye movements were not tested further. paid student volunteers who responded to an advertisement on HarMost subjects tracked three of nine balls, though a few practiced vard and MIT newsgroups. Informed consent was obtained from observers tracked four of nine balls. all subjects (with procedures approved by the Harvard University Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in Research and Massachusetts General Hospital Subcommittee on Human Studies).
Additional stimuli and task: attentive tracking and
Before the MR scanning session, subjects were given practice attention shifting trials, and their accuracy was measured to ensure they could perform the attentive-tracking task adequately. In each of 10 trials,
We also employed a second display that allowed us to compare each subject tracked a briefly cued subset of balls for the duration continuous attentive tracking with discrete attentional shifts. We of the interval to be used during the scanning session (13 or 21 s). designed two sets of stimuli that were very similar in their visual Then a single ball turned white, and the subject indicated whether it properties, one of which was appropriate for attentive tracking and was a tracked target or an untracked distractor. After instructions, one that implicated traditional shifts of attention. training and practice trials, all subjects could perform the task ATTENTIVE TRACKING OF COUNTERPHASING DOTS. As shown in accurately (¢90% accuracy). Subjects who were more familiar Fig. 2B , a ring of disks was presented around a circle. The positions with the task were assigned to track more balls than novice subjects of the disks alternated between two sets of locations with no interto keep the task sufficiently demanding. Three subjects tracked 3/ stimulus interval (ISI), such that the direction of rotation was inher-9 balls; three subjects tracked 4/9 balls; and one overpracticed ently ambiguous but could be disambiguated with attentional tracking author, J.C., tracked 5/10 balls).
(Wertheimer 1961). That is, subjects used their attention to follow All of the flat-mapped participants were regular fMRI subjects, a single dot in one assigned direction or the other (making a full highly experienced at maintaining fixation and a stable head posirotation every 8 or 16 s). Such attentive tracking led to the perception tion. Thus it is unlikely that the activation observed in their data that the tracked dot continuously moved (in apparent motion) around results from unwanted eye movements. Nonetheless, we wanted to the ring despite the absence of any net motion energy in the physical be fully certain that subjects were not moving their eyes while stimulus. We compared attentive tracking of the counterphasing dots performing the task. Therefore, eye movements were monitored in (16-s periods) with passive viewing of the same counterphasing three flat-mapped subjects during fMRI acquisition using a binocustimulus (16-s periods). lar infrared pupil-tracker (Ober2, Permobil) adapted to work within the magnet at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz (Brandt et al. ATTENTION SHIFTING WITH FLASHING DOTS. With a minor modification, the attentive-tracking component could be eliminated 1997b). Although the radio frequency pulses of the magnet produced substantial artifacts in the eye-movement traces, these arti-from the counterphase tracking stimulus just described. As shown in Fig. 2D , when the disks flashed on and off in the same locations facts were distinguished easily from real eye movements by their regularity, amplitude, and physiologically impossible high velocity. with an ISI equal to the duration of a single frame, attention could be shifted from one dot to another between frames (rotating at Calibrations suggested that saccades of ¢1Њ could be detected readily in the presence of the artifacts. Analyses of these eye-the same rate as in the attentive-tracking condition). Unlike the counterphase tracking condition, this did not produce a percept of movement traces indicated that subjects did indeed maintain accurate fixation (with no saccades ú1Њ, no smooth deviations ú2Њ, motion; rather, subjectively it seemed as though attention was being allocated sequentially to different dots. Attention shifting was comand no apparent differences between conditions). No differences in the pattern of fMRI activation were noted between these subjects pared with passive viewing of the flashing stimulus.
The counterphase tracking and attentional shifting configurations and the unmonitored subjects.
All other subjects also were screened for accurate tracking and were very similar in the required shifts of attention and in their FIG . 1. Bouncing balls display and typical regions of activation produced by the comparison of attentive tracking (A) and passive viewing (B). Each condition period began with a text instruction. For attentive-tracking conditions, a subset of balls (indicated here by yellow lines not present in the actual display) were cued in red for 2 s and then tracked with attention for the remainder of the period. Representative activation from one subject, NK, tested with the head coil (while tracking 4/9 balls) is presented on inflated cortical surfaces (gyri in light gray; sulci in dark gray). Three views are shown: posterior view of both hemispheres (C, left hemisphere shown on left side) and the lateral view of the left and right hemispheres (D). Color scale indicates the significance level of activation in red ( P õ 0.001 for dim red, P õ 10 010 for bright white). These thresholds apply to other figures in this paper, except where otherwise indicated. Deactivation (i.e., a decrease in the MR signal) rarely was observed in this comparison and is not shown. Sulci are labeled in black text: SFS, superior frontal sulcus; IFS, inferior frontal sulcus; PreCS, precentral sulcus; CS, central sulcus; PostCS, postcentral sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; ITS, inferior temporal sulcus. The MT/ complex, defined by a functional motion localizer, and visual area V3A, defined by field sign maps, are outlined. FIG . 2. Regions of activation produced by counterphase tracking (A and B) and attentive shifting (C and D) for the same subject as in Fig. 1 . In the counterphase tracking task (B), a ring of balls alternated between 2 sets of positions with no interstimulus interval or ISI). At each transition, subjects shifted their attention by 1 position in 1 direction, as indicated by the black arrows which were not actually present in the display. With attentive tracking, the counterphase display was disambiguated such that subjects perceived that the attended ball was rotating around the ring in the tracked direction. In the attention shifting task (D), the ring of balls simply flashed in place (with flashes separated by a blank ISI), and subjects shifted their attention by 1 position per flash. Although 2 tasks were similar in their displays and demands, they were perceptually different: attentive tracking involved the continuous attentional pursuit of a single dot, whereas attention shifting involved discrete shifts of attention between discrete locations. Nonetheless, regions of activation were similar. guided saccades to a small ( 0.2Њ ) red dot that jumped unpredictably between seven horizontal positions at 1 or 2 Hz. In the Only areas that were observed in two or more subjects are given. Due smooth-pursuit task, subjects pursued the dot as it oscillated to the poor resolution of the surface coil for anterior areas, head coil (HC) horizontally at 10 -30Њ / s. In each case, the eye-movement task and surface coil (SC) data are listed separately for frontal areas. Coordinates was compared with fixation. To minimize artifactual retinal indicate the averaged center of activation in stereotaxic space (Talairach stimulation, neutral density filters were placed over the projector and Tournoux 1988) ; (x, left-right; y, posterior-anterior, origin at anterior to reduce the luminance of the dot and eliminate all other sources commisure; z, inferior-superior). P õ 0.001, significant activation. Total of light. number of subjects was seven.
R E S U L T S extending anteriorly into the junction ( Duvernoy 1991 ) between the IPS and postcentral sulcus ( PostCS ) and into Figure 1 shows the activation for attentive tracking, comthe inferior PostCS. In addition, activation frequently also pared with passive viewing, for one cortically flattened subject.
extended medially from the IPS into the superior parietal These data are representative of the typical pattern of activation.
lobule ( e.g., Fig. 1C, right hemisphere ) . A precuneus foTo summarize the consistency across subjects, Table 1 lists cus also was observed frequently just posterior to the asall regions observed in two or more subjects, their Talairach cending band of the cingulate sulcus ( Fig. 3 A, medial coordinates, and their frequency by hemisphere. Figure 2 proview ) . As significance thresholds were raised, the IPS vides a comparison of the counterphase tracking and attention activations became more distinct, often falling into two shifting tasks in the same subject. Figures 3 and 4 show data or three foci. Typically, one focus was in the IPS, near from the main task for three additional subjects.
its intersection with the TOS ( anterior to V3A ) and another one or two were more anterior, midway up the IPS Parietal areas and / or in the PostCS. The most reliable and robust activation during multipleobject tracking was observed in parietal cortex. Typically, Frontal areas an arc of activation appeared along the intraparietal sulcus ( IPS ) , running between the transverse occipital sulcus Several areas of frontal cortex were activated reliably in subjects tested with a head coil and were sometimes strong ( TOS ) at the posterior end ( usually anterior to V3A ) and J339-8 / 9k2e$$no18
11-06-98 13:07:16 neupa LP-Neurophys enough to appear even with the surface coil placed at the 1996). Frequently, a second distinct focus also was found several centimeters lower in the PreCS (Figs. 1D and 3A) . Two occipital pole. Although only two flat-mapped subjects were tested with a head coil, these areas also were observed in head subjects also showed activation in a medial frontal area, presumably the supplementary motor area (SMA) and/or supplecoil scans of four conventionally analyzed subjects and all eight subjects who participated in a separate parametric experiment mentary eye fields (SEF) (Fig. 3A, medial view) . (Culham et al. 1997c ). All subjects tested with a head coil Occipitotemporal (visual/motion) areas showed activation of the frontal eye fields (FEF), also activated by saccades (compare Fig. 3, A and C) , at the junction of the When attention was directed to the tracked items, most subjects showed modulation in MT/, defined independently precentral sulcus (PreCS) and the superior frontal sulcus (Paus J339-8 / 9k2e$$no18
11-06-98 13:07:16 neupa LP- Neurophys FIG . 4 . A: activation produced by attentive tracking of 3/9 balls (vs. passive viewing), shown from a posterior-lateral view of the right hemisphere of a 3rd subject. B: data in A have been rendered to produce a fully flattened map of posterior cortex by cutting along the dark blue dots in A (and on the medial surface along the calcarine sulcus and anterior to the parieto-occipital sulcus, not shown). C: saccades vs. fixation. D: smooth pursuit vs. fixation (Brandt et al. 1997a ). For comparison, the sulci are labeled in E and visual field sign maps are shown in F with lines to indicate the horizontal ( ) and vertical meridia (rrr), which delineate retinotopic visual areas, V1, V2, V3/VP, V3A, and V4v. G: activation in MT/ (outlined), as determined by the motion localizer (higher thresholds were used to isolate MT and V3A, red Å P õ 10 010 , white Å 10 017 ). H: passive viewing of the bouncing balls vs. fixation only.
by the motion area localizer (e.g., compare Fig. 3 , A and a region of the lateral occipital cortex, between MT/ and V3A (Figs. 1, 3A , and 4B). D). However, an attentional response in MT/ was absent in 4/22 subjects, and even when present, it was typically weak (a 0.3% MR signal change on average). Furthermore, the response in MT/ was not enhanced when the balls were Comparisons with eye movements made equiluminant to the background. This suggests that the weak activity did not result from a ''ceiling effect'' due We observed several regions of overlap between attentive to the high luminance contrast in the original comparison. tracking and eye movements, particularly saccades. Overlap Taken together, the evidence suggests that attentive-tracking was observed in MT/ as well as in the anterior IPS/PostCS, produces only modest effects on the activation in MT/. SPL, and FEF. However, several differences were also notaAlthough visual area V3A also has been shown to be ble (compare Fig. 4, B-D) . First, peripheral representations motion selective , it was activated incon-of early retinotopic areas (V1/V2/V3/VP) were activated sistently by attentive tracking. When available (5 subjects), by the retinal motion generated by saccades but never were the location of V3A was determined using field sign maps activated by attentive tracking. Second, parieto-insular cor- (Fig. 4F ). For two of the five subjects, V3A was activated tex (in the posterior Sylvian fissure) was reliably activated (Fig. 1C) ; for three others, no V3A activation was observed by saccades and, to a lesser degree, smooth pursuit; yet this (e.g., Fig. 4B ). More consistently, activation produced by region was activated inconsistently in attentive tracking (3/ attentive tracking appeared just anterior to V3A (Fig. 1C, 7 subjects, always in the right hemisphere). Third, even within the parietal lobe, a posterior focus was activated more right hemisphere; Fig. 4B ). Attentive tracking produced no activation in other classically retinotopic visual areas (V1, strongly with eye-movement tasks, whereas an anterior focus was activated more strongly with the attentive-tracking task. V2, V3/VP, V4v). Activation frequently was observed in J339-8 / 9k2e$$no18
11-06-98 13:07:16 neupa LP-Neurophys FIG . 5. Degree of activation produced by attentional modulation relative to passive visual stimulation in activated regions of interest for 6 subjects. A: sample averaged time courses. Sequence shown is based on an average across 4 or 6 repetitions of that sequence in all subjects for whom the region could be defined. Baseline of 0 is taken as the average signal during fixation-only periods, and all signal changes were calculated as a percentage of that value. Images were sampled once every 2 s, and the time courses have been shifted to compensate for the hemodynamic delay. B: activation data are summarized for all regions by plotting the average signal change for passive viewing and attentive tracking relative to a baseline of fixation alone. Activation levels for attentive tracking (light gray) are stacked on activation for passive viewing (dark gray). Visual/motion and parietal data are taken for all 6 subjects. Because 5/6 subjects were tested with the surface coil, there was low signal:noise in anterior areas; nevertheless, in several cases, frontal activation still appeared and is shown for those subjects.
Comparisons with passive viewing
These time courses were used to calculate the signal change during passive-viewing and attentive-tracking periods relaDoes attention simply boost processing in regions acti-tive to a fixation only baseline, as in Fig. 5B . vated by the visual processing of the display, producing
In both the raw time courses and the summary graph, it ''more of the same'' activation? Or do new areas become is clear that 1) early visual areas show relatively strong activated when attention is required? Compare the regional visual activation with weak attentional modulation, 2) pariactivations during attentive tracking (vs. passive viewing) etal areas show moderate visual activation and strong attenin Fig. 3A with those produced by passive viewing of the tional modulation, and 3) frontal areas show little or no bouncing balls (vs. fixation with no visual stimulation) in visual activation and relatively strong attentional modula- Fig. 3B . Although passive viewing of the bouncing balls tion. This pattern suggests that attention does not simply activates early visual and motion areas, many of the parietal amplify preexisting processing but does generate activity in and frontal foci were activated poorly by the visual stimuli otherwise inactive regions. in the absence of attentional demands.
Also note that in the time courses, additional activation We examined these trends in the time-course data from during attentive-tracking periods is sustained throughout the six of the conventionally analyzed subjects who had been period. This confirms that activation did not arise from minor presented with attentive-tracking, passive-viewing, and fixa-stimulus differences in the brief initial cueing period and tion conditions within the same scan. Time courses were agrees with subjects' reports that they could maintain analyzed for all areas that showed either a visual response tracking through the interval. or an attentional one. Regions of interest were defined for visual cortical areas, V1-V3 (defined by a visual response Comparisons of attentive tracking with attentive shifting demonstrated by the subtraction of passive viewing minus fixation alone) and MT/ (defined by the motion localizer),
We also examined two additional tasks that involved tracking a single dot in a counterphasing display (Fig. 2B ) and for the parietal and frontal regions activated by the attentive-tracking task (defined by attentive tracking vs. passive or shifting attention between dots in a flashing array. Both tasks (each compared with passive viewing) activated a simviewing). In these regions, time courses were obtained (for all voxels within a region with activation significant at P õ ilar set of brain regions as the multiple-object tracking task (compare Figs. 1C and 2 , A and C), though with relatively 0.001), as shown for several sample regions in Fig. 5A .
11-06-98 13:07:16 neupa LP-Neurophys weaker activation in motion-related areas (MT/, V3A, lat-multimodal processing, and a strong involvement in attention. Our fMRI data suggests that attentive-tracking foci are eral occipital cortex).
Attentive tracking and attention shifting showed consider-not limited to the SPL but also include adjacent parietal regions in the IPS and PostCS. able overlap in activation. Somewhat stronger activation in the IPS and PostCS was observed for attention shifts (comThe hypothesis that parietal cortex plays a key role in attentive tracking is well supported by recent neuropsychopared with passive viewing) than for attentive tracking (compared with passive viewing) as seen, for example, in logical evidence. Two parietal patients tested by Michel et al. (1997) showed impaired attentive-tracking performance the comparison between Fig. 2 , A and C. This difference also was observed in direct comparisons between the two in the bouncing-balls task used here. One patient had both a left parietal lesion centered around the precuneus and a tasks (attention shifting-attentive tracking) in two subjects, consistent with subjects' reports that shifting seemed more posterior split of the corpus callosum. As expected from the isolated left hemisphere damage (with no possible compendifficult than attentive tracking. In the reverse comparison (attentive tracking-attention shifting), no activation sites sation from the intact right hemisphere because of the callosal disconnection), the patient was impaired severely at atwere observed in attentive tracking that were not found in attentive shifting, either by indirect comparisons of the levels tentive tracking in the right visual hemifield. A second patient with Balint's syndrome (Balint 1909) due to bilateral of activation in the two tasks (3 subjects) or by a direct subtraction between them (2 subjects). During passive view-occipitoparietal damage could track one ball when only two were present but could not do the task when more targets ing of the stimuli, slightly greater activation was produced by the counterphasing display than by the flashing display, or distractors were added. These results suggest that parietal cortex is necessary for attentive tracking and argue against indicating that the greater activation for shifting versus tracking was not due to any stimulus differences. Taken any suggestion that the activation we observed arises from a nonessential process (e.g., general arousal). together, these data suggest that attentive tracking shares the same underlying mechanisms tapped by shifts of attention.
Our activated parietal regions closely matched those observed in neuroimaging with attention shifting tasks. CorAlthough deactivation rarely was seen with the bouncingballs task, it was observed frequently in both attentive betta and colleagues originally reported that shifts in attention activated the superior parietal lobule in studies using tracking of counterphase dots and attention-shifting conditions. Deactivation (i.e., less activation during active atten-positron emission tomography (PET) (Corbetta et al. 1993 , and they recently have localized the activity more tional conditions than during passive viewing) commonly was observed in early visual cortical areas (V1/V2/V3/ precisely to the IPS and PostCS using fMRI . We conducted a direct comparison between an atten-VP), particularly around the confluent foveal representation, suggesting that central visual processing may be reduced tive-tracking task and an attention-shifting task that used comparable stimuli. The comparison revealed no activation during peripheral attention. specific to attentive tracking per se, suggesting that parietal cortex is involved not only in shifting attention between D I S C U S S I O N different objects at different locations but also in maintaining The functional imaging data presented here demonstrate attention on a single object or multiple objects as they move. that numerous cortical regions are involved in attentive Parietal activation during the active condition cannot be attracking. When subjects mentally tracked a subset of moving tributed to shifts of attention between multiple tracked obtargets using attention, we observed activity in a number of jects because it also occurred for the attentive tracking of a areas that also were activated by attention shifts, gaze shifts, single item (Culham et al. 1997c) . It also seems unlikely and motion perception.
that attentive tracking occurs in discrete steps for each specific target, based on psychophysical evidence that subjects represent the smoothly interpolated position of an attentively Attentive tracking and attention shifting tracked stimulus in a counterphasing display, as in Fig. 2B (Shioiri and Cavanagh 1996). The most striking activation produced by attentive tracking (relative to passive viewing) was along an arc of Traditional models of discrete attention shifts include several steps, namely the disengagement, shifting and re-enparietal cortex, running within the IPS from the parietooccipital junction to the PostCS and including more medial gagement of attention, with parietal cortex postulated to be particularly important in disengagement (Posner and Petstructures in the SPL and precuneus. All subjects showed a robust enhancement of the activity in these regions, approxi-ersen 1990). However, in the case of a continuous attentivetracking task, it is less clear how such mechanisms would mately doubling the activation produced by the presence of the stimuli alone. Indeed, parietal cortex has many of the act. One possibility is that parietal cortex is important in assigning spatial tags to multiple potential targets (Pylyshyn properties that would be necessary for attentive tracking. In a comprehensive review of apparent motion phenomena, 1989) toward which attention can be directed or suppressed in the intact but not damaged brain (Balint 1909; Michel et Dawson (1991) postulates a fundamental role of the SPL, area 7, (along with motion areas, including MT and MST) al. 1997) . Given that regions of the IPS also respond to nonspatial attention tasks (temporal attention to a foveal in a network that uses attentional tags to match correspondences (i.e., attentive tracking). He proposes that the SPL letter stream) but not difficult nonvisual tasks, they may even be sites of general visual attention (Wojciulik and Kanwisher has the essential properties that would be necessary for attentive tracking: sensitivity to individuated elements, large re-1998).
Attentive tracking also produced activation in three frontal ceptive fields, object-tracking (eye movement) responses, J339-8 / 9k2e$$no18
11-06-98 13:07:16 neupa LP-Neurophys regions. The strongest activation was observed in the FEF, pared attentive tracking and smooth pursuit using comparable stimuli in the same subjects and found further evidence an area also activated by attention shifting Corbetta et al. 1993) , visual search (Miyauchi et al. 1996) , for such activation differences. Our results also suggest that attentive tracking shares more overlap with saccades than and spatial memory (Jonides et al. 1993) . Frontal eye fields also may be activated simply by the requirement to maintain with smooth pursuit.
Given that attentional activation is not due to spurious fixation (Culham et al. 1997c; Petit et al. 1995) . Although both attentive-tracking and passive-viewing conditions re-eye movements, three interesting explanations remain for the high degree of functional overlap between attention and quired fixation, which presumably should cancel out in the subtraction, the maintenance of fixation may be more diffi-eye movements. First, attention may be required in the planning of eye movements (Hoffman and Subramaniam 1995 ; cult during peripheral attention demands. In addition, a distinct second region appeared in the inferior PreCS. Activa- Khurana and Kowler 1987; Kowler et al. 1995) , particularly for unpredictable saccades that shared more activation with tion in the FEF may extend into the inferior branch of the PreCS (Petit et al. 1996) , and pursuit-related activity has attentive tracking than did smooth pursuit. Second, attention and eye movements may be intimately linked processes. been reported in the inferior PreCS, below that observed for saccades (Petit et al. 1997) . However, our inferior PreCS Such functional overlap has been demonstrated convincingly in the macaque lateral intraparietal sulcus (LIP) (Colby et activation was never spatially contiguous with the FEF proper. It appeared lower in the sulcus (Table 1) (Culham al. 1996) or ''parietal eye field'' (Andersen et al. 1992) , which may have its human homologue in the anterior IPS et al. 1997c) than the previously reported eye-movement activation (Paus 1996) , consistent with an inferior focus (Müri et al. 1996) . Indeed, all four of our subjects who performed eye-movement tasks showed an activation focus shown to be more activated by attention than saccades (Corbetta 1997) . Furthermore, our data from a subsequent para-in the anterior IPS that was common to both attentive tracking and saccades, though stronger for the attention task. metric investigation also indicate functional differences between the areas we have designated FEF and inferior PreCS In addition, while some have argued that the frontal eye fields are purely visuomotor areas (Paus 1996) , others have (Culham et al. 1997c) . The SMA/SEF was inconsistently activated, though here it cannot be attributed to motor re-found FEF modulation by cognitive factors (Bichot et al. 1996; O'Driscoll et al. 1995; Thompson et al. 1997) . Third, sponse requirements as with previous results (Corbetta et al. 1993) . Unlike other studies of attention (Corbetta et al. visual attention may involve the covert planning and suppression of an eye movement (Rizzolatti et al. 1994; Snyder 1990 Snyder , 1991 Snyder , 1993 Posner et al. 1988) , we observed negligible anterior cingulate activity. The anterior cingulate appears et al. 1997); although, behavioral evidence suggests attention and eye movements can be dissociated (Klein 1980; to be involved in response selection/competition (Carter et al. 1998; Corbetta et al. 1991) , which was not a component Klein and Pontefract 1994) . Certain regions, such as the FEFs, could be involved in either the planning stages of the of our attentive-tracking tasks. eye movement and/or the act of suppressing it. These different interpretations may not be mutually exclusive. Data from Attentive tracking and eye movements a parametric study of attentive tracking suggested that an eye-movement planning/suppression hypothesis could acWe are confident that the activation we observed was not an artifact of undesired eye movements, even for ''eye-count for parametric functions in a several areas (superior parietal lobe, precuneus, and possibly the FEF) but certainly movement areas'' such as the FEF. All subjects were trained carefully and screened for accurate fixation before scanning. not all (Culham et al. 1997c) .
Activation due to attentive tracking also may overlap with In addition, three subjects whose eye movements were monitored during fMRI data acquisition showed excellent fixa-that from motor planning other than eye movements. A study by Grafton et al. (1992) found similar regions of activation tion and typical activation patterns. Furthermore, early visual areas and parieto-insular cortex typically were activated dur-(FEF, precuneus, dorsal parietal cortex, SMA) when subjects physically tracked moving targets with their index fining eye movements but rarely appeared in attentive tracking.
Nonetheless, the similarities and differences between at-gers (or even with their toes or tongues!) compared with a control condition of visual tracking (smooth pursuit). Their tention and eye movements are very intriguing. Although our comparison was preliminary, we found common regions results could not be accounted for by general attentional difficulty, though they may nonetheless have involved spatial of activation between attentive tracking and eye movements, particularly in MT/, the IPS and FEF. attention and memory. Indeed, several of the regions we observed also have been identified in studies of spatial memrecently performed a meta-analysis of previous attention and saccadic eye-movement studies and observed a substantial ory, including PET foci, which appear to correspond to the FEF, IPS/PCS, superior parietal cortex, and lateral occipitodegree of overlap between the two tasks. He also provided preliminary data from a single subject showing virtually parietal junction (posterior IPS or V3A) (Courtney et al. 1996; Jonides et al. 1993) . Others have observed that two identical activation for both tasks and emphasized their similarity. However, our within-subject comparisons provide evi-of these regions (anterior IPS, lateral occipitoparietal junction) are activated by both object-oriented action and object dence for qualitative and quantitative differences in activation between the two tasks and also include activity produced recognition, leading to the suggestion that they are responsible for spatial analyses of objects (Faillenot et al. 1997) . by smooth pursuit. Anterior parietal cortex was activated more by attention, whereas posterior parietal cortex (near Clearly, activation in these areas is not highly specific to any particular task; the challenge facing neuroimaging is to the parieto-occipital border) was activated more by eye movements. Brandt et al. (1997a) have since directly com-determine which factors are crucial in which areas.
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Attentive tracking and motion processing V3A ) and the superior temporal sulcus (Bonda et al. 1996) . In most of our subjects, attentive tracking activated a reIn addition to activation in parietal and frontal areas, we gion of lateral occipital cortex between MT/ and V3A. This also observed attentional modulation in MT/, a result conregion may correspond to a lateral occipital region, area LO, sistent with past reports of its susceptibility to attentional which has been observed in tasks involving object recogniinfluences (Beauchamp 1997; Bush et al. 1995; tion or figure-ground segregation O'Craven et al. 1997; Rees et al. 1997) . In (Mendola et al. 1997 ). Alternatively, it may correspond to these previous reports, however, attention was directed to a separate kinetic occipital area (KO), which one group has arrays of targets (squares or random dots). Here we have reported as being particularly responsive to kinetic boundshown that attention to individual moving targets also can aries (Van Oostende et al. 1997 ; but see also Reppas et al. activate the motion complex. Indeed, recent physiological 1997). Yantis (1992) has suggested that attentive tracking evidence suggests that attention to the motion of a group of involves perceptual grouping to form a virtual shape the dots within an MT receptive field produces relatively modest vertices of which are defined by tracked items. Thus our modulation (Seidemann and Newsome 1997) compared with attentive-tracking task may have recruited areas in this vicinattention directed toward a specific target (Treue and ity that are involved in shape processing or image segmentaMaunsell 1996). However, the aggregate regional response tion. measured by fMRI also may include suppression of motion responses to the moving distractors, which could account General conclusions for the relatively weak effects we observed.
We were somewhat surprised that MT/ did not respond We have investigated the neural substrates underlying an significantly more strongly to attentive tracking than to atten-attention-based process that is used to track targets as they tion shifting. Given that subjects have a percept of motion move. Our results indicate that the parietal lobes are involved in the tracking but not shifting conditions and the evidence fundamentally in this high-level process, which links attenthat MT/ correlates with the percept of motion (Tootell et tion to motion perception to determine ''which one went al. 1995a; Zeki et al. 1993), we expected modulation in where.'' This suggestion is corroborated by theoretical modthis visual motion complex. One possible explanation is that eling (Dawson 1991), neurophysiology (Assad and subjects sometimes perceived apparent motion between the Maunsell 1995), psychophysics (Culham et al. 1998) , and counterphasing dots in the passive-viewing control condition neuropsychology (Michel et al. 1997 ). In addition, attentive (the ring of dots would appear to rock back and forth be-tracking activates MT/, consistent with the perception of tween positions) such that tracking may not have yielded motion arising from attentive tracking (Cavanagh 1992; Lu significant enhancement. and Sperling 1995) . Alternatively, the substrates responsible for the perception Although attentive tracking is theoretically distinct from of apparent motion may occur at later stages in visual pro-attention shifting, saccades, and smooth-pursuit eye movecessing, perhaps in the parietal lobe (Dawson 1991) . Areas ments, a surprising amount of neuroanatomic overlap was responsive to visual motion have been reported in parietal observed between the four processes. In addition, these areas cortex, in the IPS (Cheng et al. 1995) and PostCS (Dupont are similar to those observed in tasks that involve spatial et al. 1994). These regions may be homologous to posterior memory (Courtney et al. 1996; Jonides et al. 1993) , shape parietal areas reported in the macaque that have properties processing (Faillenot et al. 1997) , and motor tracking well suited for attentive-tracking processes. For example, (Grafton et al. 1992) . Although these tasks typically have Assad and Maunsell (1995) reported that posterior parietal been studied in isolation, their common activation patterns suggest that they share neural substrates that are not responneurons were activated by the inferred motion of a target sible for highly specialized functions such as attention shiftbehind an occluder, a relatively high-level effect that was ing but rather participate in common higher-order functions. not dependent on the visual motion of the stimulus.
These may include more general processes such as the localNo attentional enhancement was observed for visual cortiization of targets in spatial coordinate frames (Andersen et cal areas (V1, V2, V3/VP, V3A). Past examinations of al. 1997) or the coordination of attentional and intentional similar effects have been mixed. Some studies have reported processes (Colby 1996; ). early visual modulation by attention (e.g., Shulman et al. 1997) , whereas others have not (e.g., O'Craven et al. 1997 ).
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